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Allahua Akbar, Do You Read?

Inshallah. If Allah wills it. It's on the taxi-cabs in Mombasa, in Kenya. Inshallah. Both a

profession of faith and a preparation for the inevitable, the proverb provides the cab

drivers and their touts with the one guarantee their largely unregulated and regularly

lethal profession demands: Immunity.

Mombasa is a small island, only fourteen square kilometers, and, with over seventy

mosques, temples and churches scattered around the city, it's hard to get away from God.

Your fate is written on every street corner, not just the sides of converted Japanese mini-

vans. From the stern injunction "Read Quran" arching over Digo Road to the cries of

"Come join us, brother" issuing from the huge blue-striped faith healing tent on the other

side of town, Mombasa is rife with overt exhortations to get a hold of some holy spirit.

And that's okay, no matter how deeply held your beliefs otherwise, because you know,

almost as soon as you touch down at Moi International, that you're going to have to hold

on to something and that you're going to need it now...

...off of Air Fear and into arrivals. Birds and cigarette butts at your feet. Unshaven

Algerian diplomats at your shoulder. Exhaustion inside. Freed from the sterile familiarity

of the airplane tube, you look around for the recognizable but meet only the lost looks of

other tourists as your eyes and ears fill with the atmosphere of somewhere else.

Following the locals—white Muslim caps and black bui-bui gowns—you wait at the

world's slowest baggage carousel then light up with everybody else: No smoking signs

are non-existent here.

Finally, customs, and a grim altercation as the luggage of the South Asian couple in front

of you is ripped apart by a flat-eyed customs official. The wife, veiled, fat and silent,

stares at her feet as electrical items from their bags disappear behind the counter and her

middle-aged husband repeats over and over with increasing desperation, “But I don't need
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a receipt for that, I tell you. I don't need a receipt.” Pretty music plays over airport

speakers: a Swahili song of welcome.

A quick change of line; a cursory passport glance: “Thank you. Asante. Enjoy your stay

in  Mombasa.” And out. And it hits you as the heat claps down and you see the palm trees

and your nose fills with the sweet smoke scent of Kenya and dark hands grab as cabbies

mob you—“Taxi bwana? Finest on the island”—that, yes, you are in Africa, and, no, it's

not what you expected.

I blame Marlin Perkins.

And his assistant, Jim. And Sally Struthers. Elspeth Huxley and her flame trees. Beryl

Markham. Born Free. World Vision. The Happy Valley Crowd. Isak, Denis and Baron

Blixen. Live Aid. The Lion King. We Are the World. Out of Africa. Almost every

National Geographic special ever made. All of those things that tell us again and again

that all of Africa can be boiled down to four essentials: wild animals, starving children,

tribal life and gin and tonics on the veranda….


